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Empire’s Guestworkers

Haitian seasonal migration to Cuba is central to narratives about race,

national development, and US imperialism in the early twentieth-century

Caribbean. Filling a major gap in the literature, this innovative study

reconstructs Haitian guestworkers’ lived experiences as they moved

among the rural and urban areas of Haiti and the sugar plantations,

coffee farms, and cities of eastern Cuba. It offers an unprecedented

glimpse into the daily workings of empire, labor, and political economy

in Haiti and Cuba. Migrants’ efforts to improve their living and working

conditions and practice their religions shaped migration policies,

economic realities, ideas of race, and Caribbean spirituality in Haiti and

Cuba as each experienced US imperialism.
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Afro-Latin America

This series reûects the coming of age of the new, multidisciplinary ûeld of Afro-Latin
American Studies, which centers on the histories, cultures, and experiences of people of
African descent in Latin America. The series aims to showcase scholarship produced by
different disciplines, including history, political science, sociology, ethnomusicology,
anthropology, religious studies, art, law, and cultural studies. It covers the full
temporal span of the African Diaspora in Latin America, from the early colonial
period to the present and includes continental Latin America, the Caribbean, and
other key areas in the region where Africans and their descendants have made
a signiûcant impact.
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